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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an school is that the sequence of death and life

is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.
When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times , in response

to some thing they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or they
may, by picking up a tricky device make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the half of
the body; or they again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.

A true student gives a shout,  and to start with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.      The
teacher, not discerning that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of
antics with it.    The student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a
disease of the vitals which no doctoring can cure: it is called the guest examines the host.

Sometimes a teacher will proffer nothing but the instant a student asks a question robs
him of it.    The student having been robbed resists to the death, and will not let go: this is called
‘the host examines the guest.”

Sometimes a student comes forth before a teacher in conformity with a state of purity.
The teacher, discerning that this is an objective circumstance seizes it and flings it into a pit.
“What an excellent teacher!” Exclaims the student, and the teacher replies, ‘Bah!    You can’t tell
good from bad!’    Thereupon the student makes a deep bow:    this is called ‘ the host examines
the host.’

Or again a student  will  appear before  a teacher  wearing a cangue and bound with
chains.    The teacher fastens on still more cangues and chains for him.    The student is so de-
lighted that he can’t tell what is what;    this is called ‘the guest examines the guest.’

Virtuous monks all the examples    I have brought before you serve to distinguish demons
and point out heretics, thus making it possible for you to know what is erroneous and is correct.”

The text that we just read, this place, for those of you who are just starting practice, of
course, you can’t figure out what in the world they’re talking about.    After ten years of practice
a person should be able to appreciate what this section deals with, but even after ten years of
practice one may not be able to yet fathom it.    So it seems that once again I must talk about this
difficult section.    But, even though I may explain it, unless a person appreciates, understands,
they may think it’s completely irrelevant.    Who cares?!

No matter how many times you were to read this section you couldn’t understand it un-
less you have gained that wisdom that understands where the self comes from.    In other words
how is the self born.    Just what exactly is the process, the sequence of events that give rise to a
self.    I think one could say that in any branch of human knowledge if a person fixates the sense
of a self that claims “I am,” particularly in the branches of knowledge like philosophy and sci-
ence, then one will never really be able to fathom and understand.    So the portion of this section
that I talked about yesterday points out the fact that in this world there are teachers, Roshis, Zen
masters, who still unconditionally, uncritically accept and fixate the self as a thing.    So what
Rinzai is pointing out to us is that you will find teachers, you will find ministers and priests who
are in that category.    

You can hear it every darn morning on the radio.    The ministers are preaching, “God!
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God!”    That’s fine.    It’s good to go around saying “God this.    God that,” as long as you realize
that this world is God.    You can go around saying “God this.    God that,” as long as you realize
that God pervades all things.    That all things are literally soaked with God’s love.    You’ll also
realize then that your very body is soaked with God.     So since you are soaked through and
through with God, no sooner do you open your eyes but you might realize that that flower, that
pebble, that bug in front of you is likewise pervaded with God.    It’s a big mistake though if you
think that the activity of God’s consciousness is only to be found within you.    According to Zen
you are not really manifesting true wisdom unless the instant you open your eyes and see a
flower, see a butterfly, see a bird, see a snake, you instantly know that that is God, that is my self.
No matter what abstruse intellectual discipline you may have mastered, unless you have the wis-
dom whereby the instant you open your eyes and see a pine tree or a flower or a snake, or a but-
terfly, you see God, then you don’t really have wisdom.    

People say that God is in heaven, and it’s okay for them to say that, as long as they real-
ize that the reason they say that is because they are speaking from an incomplete activity of con-
sciousness.    But a person who functions with complete knowing activity, the activity of com-
plete knowing, complete consciousness, that person as soon as they see the twinkling star in the
sky, or the moon, or a bird flying, that person immediately manifests the knowledge that that is
God, that is my self.    

So, you have to be able to explain to somebody who is very young, who is yet a child, yet
immature, that they are doing an activity called incomplete functioning of consciousness.    And
in that case it is completely legitimate    to teach that God is in heaven.    But, what Zen teaches is
that hell is also chocked full of God.    This is what you have to be careful about, because if you
don’t teach them that too, then they will for eternity think that God is only in heaven, and any-
place outside of heaven they won’t be able to find God.    So unless we teach in this balanced
way we’ll never be able to have real democracy.    So if your goal is to have real democracy, if
you think that is what really is important, then manifest complete activity of knowing, complete
wisdom, complete consciousness.

So Rinzai speaks about the followers of the Way in this case referring to his disciples the
monks.    There are monks here.    That is to say you can see up here people with their heads
shaved, they are called monks, and among them actually some that are pretty handsome.    Any-
way, when a monk can manifest complete knowing function then that is called a Roshi.    Now
that kind of monk Rinzai describes as appearing before the master.    So Rinzai describes in this
section a monk appearing before a master, a Roshi, a minister for teachings.    If that monk were
to appear in front of a Christian minister, a Catholic priest what might that monk do right off the
bat?    Maybe they would just make the sign of the cross and say “amen.”    This is a real monk, a
really attained monk.    Another attained monk might appear in front of a Buddhist master and put
his hands together and say, “I bow to the Buddha, bow to the Buddha, bow to the Buddha.”
How about it?    What do you think?

And  what  does  Rinzai  have  to  say  about  this?      He  says  that  appearing  before  the
Catholic priests and doing nothing except saying “amen,” appearing before the Buddhist master
and doping nothing but just going “I bow to the Buddha, bow to the Buddha, bow to the Bud-
dha.”    Rinzai calls this a sticky lacquer bowl.    Isn’t it true that whoever says “amen,” or who-
ever says “I bow to the Buddha” is a self.    Dogs and cats just go “bow wow, meow, meow.”
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Every being makes its own distinctive sound when it manifests a self, whether it’s a human being
an animal, whatever.    In the text the monk that is described by master Rinzai comes before the
Zen master and says, “katz!”    Now that “katz” is no different than the bow wow of a dog, the
meow meow of the cat, or for that matter the amen of the Christian, or the “namu amidha butsu”
of the Buddhist.    You’ve all had the experience of sending forth a voice haven’t you? “DO.”
Wouldn’t there be some songs that you sing that go (sings) “I love you.”    So although there may
be a difference in depth every being manifests a self.    Sometimes a person says, “Good morn-
ing!”    

What Rinzai is saying is that no sooner does one manifest the self then because it is self
manifesting a self the self is divided in to so called host and guest, subject and object.    And this
is something that we have to be very careful to not make a mistake about.    When you manifest
your self as “DO” then there is no self other than that “DO!”    But you can’t keep on going “DO”
for eternity.    You cannot chant “amen, amen, amen,” or “I bow to the Buddha, bow to the Bud-
dha, bow to the Buddha,” forever.    Inevitably it stops.    Why?    That I’ll talk about in a while.
But inevitably it stops, that’s for sure.    No sooner does the “amen” or the “DO” come to an end,
but once again there appears a self that thinks about god and the devil.    There was no God or the
devil inside that “amen,” or that “DO.”    Inside “DO” there is no distinction of subject and ob-
ject.    That’s why we call it a one true reality, or one true nature, or true love.    “Amen,” “Bow to
the Buddha,” it’s a really good thing.    Because it doesn’t belong to God or the devil.    “Amen”
has within it as its content both God and the devil united.    So what Rinzai is hinting at is that
real love, true goodness does not belong either to good or evil.    

So, if somebody claims that they have seen true love that person is lying, and as a karmic
consequence their eyes will rot and fall out.    You can’t see true love.    You shouldn’t say that
you have seen true love.    And even though you may try to talk about it its a lie.    It’s not some-
thing that you should dare to talk about.

A human being is that thing which has evolved to the point where it can manifest two
kinds of selves.    The self can manifest the self that doesn't’ need to think, and it also can mani-
fest a self that does need to think.      So the student appears before the Roshi saying “Katz!”
How about it?    Is that good or bad?    Is it beautiful or ugly?    Which is it?    Is it a man, or is it a
woman?    It’s neither man nor woman, is it?    Or put alternatively that “katz” has within it both
the activity of man and the activity of woman as its very content.    That is a true self.    That is
the manifestation of the activity of true love.    The appearance of one reality, One Nature.    We
could call that the doing of the Almighty.    That’s what we really mean by God.    So, real God
belongs neither to God nor the devil.    Real God doesn’t belong to the self that needs to think.    It
is the self that doesn’t need to think.    

Now, that manifestation of a Almighty which has as its content both good and bad, both
plus and minus, both male and female, which has both of its activities completely contained
within, inevitably that manifestation of one true nature breaks apart, and once again a self that
needs to think about a self appears.

And as I’ve pointed out so many times, as soon as, at the very instant that self is born its
parents are also born.    And what is the source of you and your parents?    The source is “amen,”
it’s “DO.”    It is the activity wherein there is no need to think.    So if you talk about seeing God,
if you talk about experiencing heaven your lips will rot.    If we want to talk about the Almighty
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in a    personified way then the Almighty cannot be seen as an object.    All that you can do is di-
rectly experience it.    And when you directly experience there is no need to talk, no need to see.
When you manifest true love there is no need to manifest the activity of talking, there is no need
to manifest the activity of hating or loving.    I wonder if you understand what I’m talking about.

What Rinzai is saying is that which has the totality of all of plus and minus, all of good
and evil, all of life and death as its content is none other than all of you manifesting right here.
Everybody eventually matures to the point where they start  to wonder “What is my source?
What is the condition of the state of where I came from?”      And in the beginning of ones prac-
tice the state of the source, you can’t get a handle on it at all.    It seems impossible to grasp.
And yet one is considering, one is thinking, what is the state of the source?    The state of the in-
complete practitioner is that they cannot escape from the state of the source, cannot get loose
from it, but they can’t get a handle on it either.    And if you want you can personify the state of
the source with the word God.     But God belongs neither to good nor to evil.      Because the
source appears having both the good God and the bad God as its content.    I’ve explained that
over and over again repeating myself.

So, the state of the source is indeed wonderful.    But Rinzai instead of calling the state of
the source wonderful he calls it a sticky bowl, something that you can’t handle at all.    When I
was a little boy we used to have something very sticky called bird lime that you could catch birds
with, they’d get stuck to it, and you couldn’t handle the stuff! (? not a kind of food? “torimochi”)
And indeed the state of the source is a very sticky thing.    (It is the activity of deep compassion,
deep love, and) Every single thing gets pulled on to it.    This is something you have to contem-
plate very clearly or you won’t be able to understand the rest of what Rinzai says in our text.    

Within “amen,” or “Bow to the Buddha,” or “DO,” there is the totality of life and death
then that is a state of completeness.    So the monk appears before the master and presents the
state of the source.    You can appear before your priest and say “amen.”    You can appear before
a Zen master and say “namu amida butsu, bow to the Buddha.”      You are totally revealing the
state of the source in a shameless way.    And how can your priest, how can your Roshi handle
this sticky state of the source?    The state of the source is not the state of the source.    The state
of the source is that which has everything within it.    When we say “has every single thing inside
of it,” we mean has united all the polar opposites, good and evil, plus and minus, male and fe-
male.    But an undeveloped person makes an object out of the source, considers the source as an
object.    But originally, all along the state of the source is neither subject nor object.    But one
who has not practices sees the state of the source as an object.    And therefore of course they
themselves become a subject thinking about that object.    This is something that you have to di-
rectly and carefully contemplate.

So the practitioner presents the Roshi so to speak with the state of the source as if to ask
“What is the state of the source?”    By saying something like “Bow to the Buddha,” or “amen.”
But the teacher in our text doesn’t understand about this state of the source, takes it as an object
and starts making all sorts of comments this way and that way.    So when you make an object of
the source and a subject of the self then of course all sorts of gesticulations and all sorts of expla-
nations come out of that.    So, the practitioner once again manifests the state of the source, gives
another shout, saying in essence, “Hey, enough’s enough give me a break!”    Seeking to cut off
all that conversation.    But the master, the minister, the religious figure whoever that may be does
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not understand what the monk is presenting, and so goes on and on and on with explanations.
Rinzai says that such a teacher is sick so deep within, the illness has gone in to their vitals

is his expression, so sick within that even though they may go to a hospital they cannot be cured.
This kind of sickness is called technically “Zenbyo.”    Zen is Zen, byo is sickness: Zen illness.
In other words what Rinzai is saying is the priest who tries to convince you that God is in heaven
is deeply psychologically troubled, even a psychiatrist can’t help them.    They are effected by a
mental illness that can’t be cured.    It has penetrated in to their deepest bowels.    

It’s this illness that is responsible for everybody claiming that their religion is the only
correct one.    This is what is at the basis of religious wars and conflicts, disagreements.

Unless one can manifest that wisdom that has both the activity that forms man, and the
activity that forms woman as its content, then wars and conflicts will never come to an end.    A
complete self will never appear unless it has totally as its content all of life and all of death.    In
other words the total activity of going, and the coming both.    If a person only thinks that their
job is to make life their content then they are always going around seeking life, seeking life, and
they become estranged from death.

What do we mean by a hospital?    A hospital is that place where one goes to be nurtured
in to having both life and death as one’s content.    A real hospital allows one to have both life
and death as one’s content.    If a hospital only has the job to make people have life as there con-
tent, and causes them to leave death behind, then that is called a one sided hospital.    So as our
culture develops it becomes necessary to develop more and more complete hospitals.    So the
person who thinks that their job is only to make life as their content, and leaves behind death will
never be able to manifest a complete self.    

A complete person is that that has the totality of both male and female as content.    And
such a complete person could be referred to as a person of true love.    

In Japan we have a kind of university that you don’t have here, it’s called a bride univer-
sity.     Women go to these universities to be educated specifically for becoming brides.    And
analogously there are schools for men.    But I don’t think they have this in Japan anymore.    Un-
less there are universities for forming men, and universities for forming women, things won’t go
well, it’s not interesting.

Now, when one is born, in order to continue life one has to seek the activity of life, but if
this is only what one does, then one will always be constrained to live in what Rinzai refers to as
the world of separation of object and subject.    Metaphorically speaking we could describe the
woman as subject, and the man as object.    When the subject totally makes object its content then
a complete person appears.      Or put alternatively when object becomes the content of subject
then one true nature appears.    But, when they unite there is no need to think.    But, when they
are separate, when they are in contrast, when subject and object are in contrast then they are con-
strained to have thinking selves.

Now in this section of the text Rinzai says that the interaction that was just described be-
tween the disciple and the priest could be called the guest seeing the host.    Man never was man
to begin with.    Woman never was woman to begin with.    To begin with all there is is a complete
self; man and woman united.    So, if we get caught up in being woman or man this is a mistake.
It’s a mistake for woman to be caught up in woman, and it’s a mistake for man to go all over the
place claiming to be man.    Well there is more that I have to talk about but we’re coming toward
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the close now.
The essence is, for example from the woman’s perspective, when the woman stands in

woman and sees man this is not a complete experience.    Likewise, a man, if he doggedly holds
on to man-ness, cannot manifest complete personality, complete person.    So when they see each
other as different, this is the incomplete state.    Usually when a man sees a woman he thinks,
“I’m a man.”    When a woman sees a man she thinks, “I’m a woman.”    This is the usual thing
that happens, but according to Rinzai this is the incomplete state.

Man thinks.      Woman thinks. (This is  the thinking world)      What should they think?
They must move forward to manifest a world wherein there is no need to think.    

Yesterday I gave an incomplete talk about the portion that we read, and today I felt that I
needed to repeat myself because we have a number of people that I haven’t seen here before.

Doesn’t the world constantly call out to us saying, “Move forward.    Move forward in to
a state wherein there is no need to think. Wherein there is true love, and only one nature.”    That
can come about only through both and woman being mutually negated.    And isn’t that the way
that democracy should move forward.    Unless it evolves in that it will not be complete democ-
racy, it will not be mature democracy.    It will just be democracy caught up in man, woman, and
my country versus yours.

So, for today that’s all.    This is one aspect of the relationship of host and guest, and to-
morrow we’ll be talking about a different one.
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